Recessed Light Adapter Plates

**Product Features**
- Available for Hard Lid (RAP) and T-Bar (RAP-T) applications
- Multiple CKOs accommodate most 4” up to 8” round and up to 5-1/4” square downlights
- Can be easily preassembled for a quicker job site install
- A faster installation than bar hangers and recessed fixture brackets

**Cat. No.** | **Description**                                                   | **Std. Pkg.**
---|-----------------------------------------------------------------|---
RAP  NEW  | Recessed Lighting Fixture Adapter Plate for hard lid applications | 10  
RAP-T NEW | Recessed Lighting Fixture Adapter Plate for T-Bar                | 10  

Installs up to 4x FASTER than traditional methods!

**RAP Installation**
- Slotted holes for easier installations
- Fits most 4” - 8” Downlights
- Offset to account for irregular stud spacing
- Fits up to 26” stud spacing

**RAP-T Installation**
- Fits most 4” - 8” Downlights
- Flanges provide extra rigidity and pre-drilled holes for mounting
- Seismic Wiring Holes on Each Side
- RAP-T installed in T-Grid Ceiling

Flip RAP-T for Oversized Downlights
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